PROCESS PLANNING REVIEWER

3DEXPERIENCE MANUFACTURING
& PRODUCTION ROLE

SECURELY
ACCESS YOUR
MANUFACTURING
DATA ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE

Process Planning Reviewer enables easy navigation and collaboration with a webbased interface.
Process Planning Reviewer enables non-engineering users to navigate, search, and filter
MBOM structures, manufacturing process plans and routings, physical resources and
supporting documents using their web browsers.

Easily deployed, easily scaled web-based solution for
non-engineering users anywhere
In addition to a familiar user interface, Process Planning
Reviewer leverages the server-load-balancing capabilities of
the 3DEXPERIENCE® platform which enterprises can use for
geographically dispersed deployments.

All manufacturing engineering information is easily accessible
through any web browser which allows external suppliers
and non-engineering stakeholders, such as finance and
purchasing, to collaborate throughout the development of the
manufacturing plans.

Lower cost of ownership
Users work in their own installed web browsers; there is no
client software to install. This makes deployment simple and
economical for the enterprise.

Rich interface experience

Navigate and collaborate
easily with a familiar
web-based interface

Features such as printer-friendly views, user interface
personalization and visual cues combine to make the user
experience intuitive and productive.

Role Highlights
• Groundbreaking 3DEXPERIENCE platform
• Securely navigate configured manufacturing data with
a web browser
• Control detail-viewing levels with simple expand-andcollapse of the PPR trees
• Attach and retrieve supporting documents as objects
in the PPR structure

Quick, secure navigation at the
right level of detail

Our 3DEXPERIENCE Platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich
portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading
solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding
possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140
countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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Collaboration with both external and
internal stakeholders

